SOCIAL ASSET MANAGEMENT

Sprinklr Social Asset Management
Wouldn’t it be nice if you could share, re-use and re-discover precious social content
across enterprise teams, departments, divisions and locations thereby reducing
effort and amortizing discovery and production costs time and time again?
Now you can.

Today 3:18pm

hey what do you guys use for content
management?
Today 3:20pm

you know sprinklr, our SMMS? they have
a social content manager - aka SAM :)
Today 3:24pm

is that like a CMS?

Today 3:29pm

yeah but fully integrated and for social
media content - more like a shared hub
to manage and re-use tons of different
content like photos, videos, links, posts even templates and geo-targets

Share and suggest content with curation dashboard.

Today 3:30pm

nice. we have content all over the place.
it's costing us a fortune and we look and
feel different in every market
Today 3:33pm

we had the same pain, buddy. now SAM
takes care of everything for us from
one central place. and our CMO now
feels in control

Today 3:34pm

gotta call these sprinklr guys...
Upload rich media social assets.
Today 3:35pm

yeah you really should :)
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SOCIAL ASSET MANAGEMENT
YOU ASKED, WE ANSWERED
Is SAM just a fancy CMS?
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No. SAM’s life purpose is to put your existing
content strategy on steroids. So it’s much more than
just a fancy repository. SAM uses collaboration,
discovery, learning and analytics to help you find,
select, suggest, discover, deploy and disseminate
multimedia content from all areas of your business to
the right audience at the right time – every time.
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Sure, it’s as easy as sorting and finding assets based
on name, author, type, campaign, tags, status and…
well, you get the point.
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I have photo and video content. Are those supported?
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Can I use the Publishing Planner?
Not doing so would be a shame, as social assets are
tightly integrated with Social Publisher. Scheduling
and publishing any social asset only takes a few clicks
of the mouse using the publishing wizard and the
Planner.

How can I enforce content compliance?
Social assets, like every other platform object, are
protected under the Sprinklr enterprise governance
umbrella. You can track and govern social assets and
finely tune who can suggest, approve or manipulate
them.
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What’s more, you can rank content pieces based on
social performance indexes to see which performed
the best. Using this, you can discover underlying
customer preferences – like color, context or topic
– and optimize your content strategy around this
insight.

Can I suggest content to colleagues around the
world?
Yes, any social asset can be suggested to anyone
anywhere in your organization allowing you to
leverage the same content over and over again via
re-use. This is ideal, for example, for corporate hubs
needing to deploy content to field office locations.

How do I know if my content was successful?
By using content-level reporting, you can measure
content ROI and success factors in real time by
tracking statistics for engagement, reach and any
other custom KPI you define across any social
network.

You bet, and then some. Sprinklr social assets
represent way more than your regular media types.
They include photos, videos, links, posts, text,
documents and files. But also message and geotargeting templates.
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We have so much content. Can we search through it?
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How do I add social assets?
Click Add Social Asset and select the asset from
a file or URL. You can also integrate Social Asset
Management with an existing CMS and pull content
directly from there.

How can I keep track of all these assets?
Social assets are categorized and can be tagged with
keywords meaning you can search for them, filter
them, and reference them as data in your reporting.
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Can I share content with colleagues and locations?
Definitely, as social assets are meant to be
suggested, shared and re-used across teams,
departments, divisions and locations. A side benefit
is your brand message and look and feel remains
consistent across the entire organization and its
markets.
Manage, sort and share all sorts of rich media assets.
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Can I purge stale content automatically?
Yes, social assets can be programmed to deploy and
expire automatically after a given date without anyone
having to maintain them explicitly.
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